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What could be more fun than a party on Halloween night with the Sesame Street gang?Â Toddlers
can lift the flaps to see what suprises the pumpkim patch holds - a dancing scarecrow, a spooky
moon, and a ghost with a strong resemblance to ... Big Bird!
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I ordered this for my 18 month old grandson. It arrived today. I opened the book and immediately
the first page separated from the book. There is no binding to hold it together. It is just folded and
glued on the spine. If it did this when I opened it for the first time-- how long would it last with a child.
The book itself was cute, although much smaller than I had imagined it. I returned it, since I knew it
wouldn't hold up to use by a child.

My son loves flip books especially this book. It's a cute book. Not your traditional rhyme toddler
book. I took of one star off because it's a pocket board book. A bit expensive for how tiny it is.

Book was excellent graphic wise. Lots of bright colors and fun flaps for my 3 yr old twins. However,
book didn't have a spine?! Not sure why. But yes, but was received without a spine. Very odd for a
board book. I had to take clear packing tape to secure the back where the spine should have been.

I got this little book for him for Halloween this year when he was 11 months old. He loved being able

to interact with the book and me by lifting the flaps as I read. Out of a pile of board books I have for
him he most often reaches for this book and carries it around and to me for me to read to him. He's
absolutely fascinated with this book over any other. It's fun, adorable, and sturdy (even the flaps).
Highly recommend it!!

This has a lot of pages for such a tiny book, and each right hand page has a lift-the-flap with a
different Sesame Street character underneath. It's cute and interactive and it's small enough to fit in
our diaper bag for a little on the go book. My daughter loves to read it. The binding has still held up
after a few months and for a book that cost me $1.60, I don't have any complaints.

This is a great book for toddlers because so many of them love lift-the-flap books and they also love
Sesame Street, so they already know and recognize the characters. Since my son also loves
Halloween and candy, these 4 reasons make it his favorite book. It's very cute & not too wordy for
babies or toddlers. I highly recommend it.

I got this because of the small size, I carry a couple little books in my bag to keep my 2 and 4 year
old entertained while we are out. The story is fun, and they love the 'peek a boo' element that the
flaps provide. It's a sturdy enough board book to withstand my bag, but the flaps are the thickness
of a good card, not up to the task of getting pulled on by a 2 year old.

We have purchased 3 chunky flap books by this manufacturer and this one didn't have a covering
over the spine....so you see all the folds...so fingers pinch easily...not my favorite one of these
books. Love the "Open the Barn Door" (we bought two!). On the plus side, flaps are thick and
sturdy. Story is Halloween based, lots of Sesame Street Characters. Perfect for a diaper bag (it's
small).
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